De novo lipid synthesis is upregulated in cancer cells and inhibiting these pathways has displayed antitumour activity. Here we use Raman spectroscopy, focusing solely on high wavenumber spectra, to detect changes in lipid composition in single cells in response to drugs targeting de novo lipid synthesis.
Cancer is one of the most prevalent and researched diseases in the world today. 1 In the ght against cancer, scientists are turning to a variety of diverse resources to identify new targets for therapy that could provide vital information in combating the disease. In recent years attention has turned to metabolic transformation in cancerous cells and the potential to base new therapeutic approaches on these metabolic changes.
2 It is widely accepted that there are characteristic changes in cellular metabolism in cancerous compared to non-cancerous cells. In addition to providing a new therapeutic target, this could hold the key to selectivity in cancer therapy. One of the major challenges for current therapeutic approaches is lack of selectivity towards cancerous over non-cancerous cells, causing major negative side effects since drugs designed to destroy cancerous cells will also destroy healthy cells.
3
Otto Warburg pioneered cancer metabolomics by observing that cancer cells exhibited a shi in energy production, with vastly increased aerobic glycolysis and production of lactate, as opposed to mitochondrial respiration. 4, 5 This metabolic shi, commonly associated with anaerobic conditions, was observed in cancer cells, even in the presence of normal oxygen levels, and was coined the Warburg effect. More recently, Warburg's initial observations have been challenged with the proposal of a reverse Warburg effect, where cancer cells and cancer associated broblasts become metabolically coupled. 4, 6, 7 In addition, the characteristic 'Hallmarks of Cancer' as dened by Hanahan and Weinberg, 8 give way to various metabolic characteristics of cancer cells, for example, increased nucleic acid synthesis, amino acid production, and lipid biosynthesis, in order to fulll the cancer cells ability to proliferate rapidly. By understanding these metabolic transformations at the biochemical level, drugs could be targeted specically to exploit these characteristics and selectively destroy cancerous cells.
One key metabolic characteristic of cancer cells is the upregulation of de novo lipid synthesis. [9] [10] [11] In healthy cells, lipids are generally acquired exogenously and de novo synthesis is regulated and kept minimal. 9 It has been observed that cancerous cells display a marked upregulation in de novo lipid synthesis, and, therefore, by targeting enzymes in this pathway, cancer cells could be selectively targeted. 2, 12 It has already been reported that various drugs, in particular targeting fatty acid synthase (FASN), have displayed anti-tumour properties. 13 In order to exploit metabolic transformation in cancer cells as a drug target, the biochemical basis of the metabolic shis must be understood. This requires analytical techniques to elucidate the underlying biochemistry. Traditionally molecular biology approaches analyse lysed and isolated cell components using, for example, the polymerase chain reaction, electrophoresis and western blotting to distinguish DNA, RNA and protein composition.
14 High resolution molecular level imaging techniques that allow analysis of biological systems in their native environment and which are minimally invasive are highly desirable. In vitro cell imaging has evolved largely around the use of uorescent dye molecules to specically target biomolecules including DNA, proteins and lipids. 15 However, cellular lipid analysis and imaging is limited, largely as a result of the lack of innate uorescence from cellular lipids, and uorescent dyes for lipid staining are large molecules which can seriously alter innate distribution and dynamics. 16 Additionally, many lipid dyes require chemical xation prior to staining resulting in lengthy and complex sample preparation.
17
In order to allow drugs to be optimally designed to target de novo lipid synthesis, an analytical technique providing a detailed understanding of the biochemistry and the effect particular drugs have on the underlying upregulated lipid synthesis is required. This requires a detection strategy that enables an accurate, easily interpretable and meaningful phenotypic readout for drug action and efficacy that offers potential as a platform for translation to high throughput drug screening. Advanced lipid imaging techniques have focused largely on the use of mass spectrometry, however, the major downfall of this technique is its destructive nature.
18 Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) has been reported for cellular lipid imaging, showing promising results, however the information gained is limited by tuning into specic bond vibrations, as opposed to acquiring a full spectrum.
17, 19 Here we propose that intracellular imaging using high wavenumber Raman spectroscopy can give a detailed, high resolution insight into lipid distribution and metabolism in cancer cells at subcellular resolution in addition to a phenotypic drug response. High wavenumber Raman spectroscopy has been studied previously with application to biological samples, however there are currently very few studies using this approach and none with specic application to lipids in cells. 20 The information gained in this study gives a detailed insight into lipid distribution and dynamics in in vitro cell models and leads the way to new capability to enhance the matching of drug to cancer treatment. More globally, this study develops a statistically meaningful strategy for analysis of biological Raman data that could be adopted throughout the eld of vibrational spectroscopy, in particular for characterising phenotypic cell response to potential drug candidates for drug screening as this preliminary study demonstrates. Combined with the use of cheap glass substrates and the non-destructive and label free nature of the technique with potential for easy translation to analysis of live cells, the developed strategy could be a vital step forward for translation of Raman spectroscopy into cytological work streams.
Experimental methods

Cell culture
PC3 human prostate cancer cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modied Eagle's Medium (DMEM) and PNT2 human normal immortalized prostate epithelium cells were cultured in Rosewell Park Memorial Institute Medium (RPMI) in both cases supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (10 000 units per ml), 1% fungizone, and 10% heat-inactivated foetal bovine serum (FBS). Cells were incubated at 37 C and 5% CO 2 in a humidied incubator. Cells were seeded (ca. 
Raman measurements
Raman spectra were acquired on a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope equipped with a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser giving a maximum power of 500 mW, 1800 l mm À1 grating, and a Leica 50Â/NA 0.75 N PLAN EPI objective. Fixed cells were mapped using a step size of 1 mm in x and y, with 0.5 s acquisition time, 15 mW laser power and a spectral center of 3000 cm À1 . Three maps were acquired per condition.
Data processing, analysis and statistics
Renishaw Wire 4.1 was used to perform basic pre-processing steps using the inbuilt functions in the soware. Cosmic rays were removed followed by noise ltering and baseline subtraction. Custom MATLAB® scripts were then used to perform further analysis. Cell regions were selected based on the total spectral intensity for the map and all associated spectra were extracted for comparison between conditions. False colour images for the cell regions were created based on the following peak intensity ratios:
2851 All spectra extracted from the cells were cut to 2800 cm À1 to 3100 cm À1 . A quality control step was performed removing all spectra outside one standard deviation of the mean for each cell map. Average spectra generated from all three maps per condition were compared aer scaling spectra to the peak at 2933 cm À1 . Intensity ratios 1-6 were then calculated for all the remaining spectra for each condition and used to create bar charts depicting the mean and standard deviation values in GraphPad Prism 7. GraphPad Prism 7 was used to perform one-way ANOVA tests comparing each of the drug treated conditions to the vector control (DMSO) for the respective cell line. Effect size for each drug treated condition in comparison to the DMSO control for the respective cell line was calculated using eqn (1) and (2), where N E ¼ number of data points in the experimental (drug) group, N C ¼ number of data points in the control (DMSO) group, SD E ¼ standard deviation of the experimental (drug) group, and SD C ¼ standard deviation of the control (DMSO) group.
Effect size ¼ mean experimental group À mean control group pooled standard deviation
'Barcodes' for each drug treatment on each cell line were created by assigning a whole number value between À3 and 3 for each ratio in each case such that effect size:
This formed a barcode which was represented pictorially using a bar chart format where the size and colour of the bars reected the numerical value assigned, and also using a numerical tag where the values corresponded to the following: ratio 1, ratio 2, ratio 3, ratio 4, ratio 5, ratio 6, sum of magnitude of all values.
Data availability
Data from this work is available at DOI: 10.15129/eca751cb-8c6d-46b7-a8b0-13133e8e2526.
Results
Raman spectroscopy was used to analyse cancerous and noncancerous cells in a label-free, non-destructive, chemically specic and highly spatially resolved manner. The primary aim was to demonstrate the capability of Raman spectroscopy to revolutionise understanding of drug induced changes to cellular lipid metabolism and therefore the focus was on mapping the high wavenumber (HWN) spectral region between ca. 2800 cm À1 and 3100 cm À1 . In addition to the large volume of lipid specic information contained in the HWN spectrum, the signal intensity in this region is higher than in the low wavenumber (LWN) ngerprint region for biomolecules. In contrast to the LWN spectra, there is also minimal interference from glass background signal. Raman spectroscopic analysis of cell samples is therefore made cost-effective and amenable to integration into cytological work streams. 21 Raman mapping of xed cells was carried out using a 1 mm step size in the x and y directions, resulting in a highly spatially resolved map of chemically specic signals relating to biochemical bond vibrations. This HWN Raman measurement process was used for assessment of subcellular lipid distribution, and localised and global response to treatment with drugs that are known to inhibit key enzymes in de novo lipid synthesis. Raman mapping was carried out using a laser power of 15 mW at the sample, which showed no evidence of burning at the sample, and was therefore non-destructive to the sample. As the cells were xed prior to analysis, the interaction of the laser with the sample was unlikely to cause any disruption to the preserved cell samples. To further evidence the non-destructiveness of this method, an independent experiment on live cells showed no change to cell viability in PC3 and PNT2 cells when viability was measured using uorescence spectroscopy in samples not subject to Raman analysis, and in samples stained aer Raman analysis (ESI Fig. S1 †) . Fig. 1 shows the average spectra obtained from PC3 and PNT2 cells treated with different drugs. The broad peak present in the HWN cellular spectra originates from the multitude of overlapping C-H bond vibrations from a number of cellular biomolecules. Due to the chemical nature of lipid molecules which contain a number of C-H bond vibrations from their hydrocarbon backbone, this region contains extensive information on the cellular lipid composition. One of the key band assignments is the relative intensity of the signal at ca. 2850 cm À1 , as this is thought to reect the overall lipid abundance. 22, 23 Prostate cell lines, PC3 (cancerous) and PNT2 (noncancerous), were used in this particular study due to the wellresearched role of lipids in prostate cancer and correlation between lipids and a malignant phenotype. [24] [25] [26] Research has shown that FASN overexpression is a common and early characteristic in prostate cancer 27 and cholesterol levels have also been correlated with prostate cancer incidence.
28
Cellular response to treatment with three drugs known to interfere with different stages of de novo lipid biosynthesis was monitored. Orlistat (Xenival®) was selected as an inhibitor of fatty acid synthase (FASN), one of the key enzymes in lipid biosynthesis, which forms palmitic acid from acetyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA. 29, 30 Orlistat is a commercially available 'fatbusting' drug, marketed as a weight loss drug. However, recent studies have revealed it to have anti-tumour activity, making it a strong candidate for repurposing for cancer therapy. 29, 30 CAY10566 is an inhibitor of stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD), an enzyme that creates mono-unsaturated fatty acids from saturated fatty acids. 31 5-(Tetradecyloxy)-2-furoic acid (TOFA) inhibits acetyl CoA-carboxylase, which is responsible for the conversion of acetyl CoA to malonyl CoA, one of the rst steps in de novo lipid synthesis. 32, 33 These compounds could therefore prove to be effective anti-cancer agents through their targeting action to a characteristic metabolic transformation in cancer cells. Fig. 2 summarises the action of the selected drugs on de novo lipid synthesis.
In addition to these three drugs, two control drugs, cyclosporin and propranolol, known to induce the formation of neutral lipid droplets and accumulation of phospholipid respectively, were included to allow the Raman spectral response characteristic of the cellular phenotypes associated with these drugs to be characterised. 34, 35 Fig. 1 compares the average spectra extracted from cancerous PC3, and noncancerous PNT2, prostate epithelial cells with each cell line treated with each of the drug compounds. Some key differences were observed upon visual inspection of the spectra, particularly in the region from ca. 2850 cm À1 to 2900 cm À1 , where many of the drug treatments resulted in a relative increase of intensity in this region. Due to the broad nature of the spectra in the HWN region, extracting species specic information is incredibly difficult. Multivariate techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) can be used to assess whether there exists separation between groups of spectra and the major spectral contributors causing such separations, however for such broad overlapping spectra many of the data points can confound such analysis and mask key spectral changes. These techniques are also more complicated and oen no consideration is given to careful analysis of the spectra themselves. Here, analysis was therefore simplied to comparison of the intensity ratio between signals at key wavenumbers in the Raman spectra, identied by visual and informed inspection of the data, thus creating a bivariate descriptor, which reported on global rather than species specic lipid changes in a simple manner. The intensity ratio between the peaks at 2851 cm À1 and 2933 cm À1 was selected as this ratio has been reported to correlate with lipid abundance, a higher ratio being reective of a higher lipid content. 22, 23 The signal at 2851 cm À1 is primarily attributed to C-H stretches in CH 2 groups, which are particularly abundant in the long hydrocarbon chains of lipids, and the peak at 2933 cm À1 is assigned to C-H stretches in CH 3 groups, which are particularly abundant in protein polypeptide chains. 36, 37 While neither of these signals can be exclusively assigned to these species, the fact that they have large contributions from lipids and proteins respectively meant that this ratio semi-quantitatively reects the lipid/protein ratio of the intracellular environment. In addition, it is clear from Fig. 1 that there are spectral variations in this ratio between control and drug treated samples, therefore even without a biological assignment this bivariate measurement could provide an important analytical descriptor for assessing cellular drug response. Fig. 3 displays false color images of one representative example of a cell under each condition created using this ratio (a total of three cells were analysed per condition and additional images can be found in ESI Fig. S2 †) . The particular ratio used was that of 2851 cm À1 divided by the sum of intensities at 2933 cm À1 and 2851 cm
À1
(lipid/(protein + lipid)), in order to normalise the measurements. In addition to considering the global spectral response to drug application, it was signicant to consider the detail gained in a single map in relation to subcellular lipid distribution. Considering the lipid/(protein + lipid) ratio, the variation within a single cell was vast and reected the function of various subcellular organelles. Most signicantly, the nuclear region was distinguished easily as a consequence of a markedly lower lipid/protein abundance, reective of the known characteristics of nuclei for storage of genetic material. 38 Additionally, in some cases, high intensity spots were observed. These could be attributed to lipid droplets and are reective of storage of lipids in these regions, 39, 40 or regions of mitochondria, where lipids are metabolised. 41 Thus, an ability to obtain high resolution information on intracellular lipid distribution was demonstrated. It is speculated that in the future higher resolution maps could be generated with even higher subcellular resolution.
Qualitative visual examination of Fig. 3 allows further trends associated with drug treatment and comparison between cancerous and non-cancerous cells to be made. Comparing vector control PC3 and PNT2 cells revealed a difference in intracellular lipid distribution, with a uniform distribution of lipid throughout the cytoplasm in PC3 cells compared to a lower level of lipids throughout the cytoplasm for PNT2 cells with some distinct regions of higher intensity, particularly in the perinuclear region. These higher intensity regions could be indicative of the Golgi body, endoplasmic reticulum and/or areas of endosomes and lysosomes. This agrees with reports that endosomal biogenesis is altered in cancerous prostate cells resulting in a more uniform cytoplasmic distribution of endosomes, which has previously been observed in prostate cancer cells. 42 This could reect an increased uptake of nutrients in cancerous cells to support their growth.
Notably, upon treatment with propranolol, cyclosporin and orlistat, the lipid abundance increased in PC3 cells, particularly in the cytoplasmic region. Spots of higher intensity could represent lipids accumulating in lipid droplets. In comparison, PNT2 cells showed a similar response aer cyclosporin and orlistat treatment but no notable change in response to propranolol. Propranolol and cyclosporin were included in this study as positive controls for the phenotypes associated with neutral lipid and phospholipid accumulation. Therefore, this acts as an indicator that the response is associated with neutral lipid and/or phospholipid accumulation in PC3 cells since both compounds resulted in a marked increase in the lipid intensity in the cytoplasm. It is also signicant that propranolol showed no such effect in PNT2 cells, contrary to the expected increase in phospholipids, indicating a selectivity for cancerous over noncancerous cells. These observations were consistent over all three cells analysed per condition. It is worth noting that in addition to the changes in lipids observed with subcellular resolution, the cell images in Fig. 3 and ESI Fig. S2 † allow changes in cell morphology with drug treatment to be monitored. It is expected that cell morphology would change in response to treatment with lipid altering drugs as lipids are the primary constituents of cell membranes, an important structural feature of cells. Therefore, changes in cell morphology and membrane shapes of both the cell membrane and membrane of intracellular components provide further evidence of drug action on cells. These changes are also evident in parallel uorescent measurements performed (ESI Fig. S4 †) .
The increase in lipid abundance observed in the cytoplasm of both PC3 and PNT2 cells on addition of orlistat is counterintuitive to its therapeutic activity, therefore this response was attributed to a stress response from the cells. Upon inhibiting a key enzyme in lipid synthesis, it is hypothesised that the cells accumulated the lipids that they had and could acquire from the surrounding medium. Additionally, it is possible that, as the signal at 2851 cm À1 was attributed primarily to lipid C-H stretches in CH 2 groups, this change could reect an increase in were created as a reflection of lipid/(protein + lipid) ratio. White areas represent background regions of the map that were omitted after selecting cellular regions. Cells were mapped using 532 nm, 0.5 s acquisition, 15 mW laser power, 1 mm step size in x and y and a spectral center of 3000 cm
. Example regions of high intensity, potentially corresponding to lipid droplets, are indicted using arrows. Spatial coordinates on images are in mm.
long chain lipids, for example palmitate already synthesised could continue to create longer chain fatty acids through elongation steps, but no new palmitate could be synthesised, resulting in a depletion in shorter chain fatty acids.
In addition, an increase in lipids has been associated with the cellular processes ultimately leading to apoptosis, therefore it is a possibility that the increased lipid response was phenotypically characteristic of initial stages of cell death. 43 In order to investigate this possibility further, cells for each condition were stained for viability (ESI Fig. S2 †) . This revealed that under all conditions, cells analysed i.e. those still attached to the glass substrate, maintained viability, however there were notable changes in cell conuence, particularly upon orlistat treatment, suggesting some cells were dying ultimately causing them to detach from the glass substrate. This conrmed that those cells investigated using Raman were viable and it is likely that these observations could be attributed to metabolic response to drug application. Fluorescence staining for phospholipidosis and steatosis was also in line with the observed Raman response (ESI Fig. S4 †) . This was an important comparison when considering the reliability of the Raman based approach, and also helped highlight the added benets Raman provided in comparison to a commercially available uorescence assay. The particular assay used stained for phospholipidosis (phospholipid accumulation) and steatosis (neutral lipid accumulation) and showed strong agreement with Raman measurements. Minimal staining for both phospholipidosis and steatosis was observed in the control PC3 and PNT2 cells, while signicant increase in staining for phospholipidosis and/or steatosis was observed for cyclosporin and orlistat treated PC3 and PNT2 cells. Signicantly, measurements for propranolol indicated the same observation made using Raman that there was a marked increase in lipid (phospholipidosis in particular) for PC3 cells but no apparent change for PNT2 cells. As with Raman, there were less pronounced changes associated with CAY10566 and TOFA. The strong agreement between these uorescence measurements and Raman measurements served to emphasize the reliability of the Raman based approach. In addition, Raman allowed this information to be extracted without the need for external labelling regents and staining steps, including resolving cellular components at subcellular resolution e.g. nuclei were resolved without the need to uorescently stain. Each point in the Raman map also produced a spectrum with more than 1000 data points associated with it, providing a wealth of chemically specic information not accessible via uorescence. This particular commercially available kit also stained for particular lipid classes, while each Raman spectrum contains a wealth of information on all lipid species present in the cellular sample.
In order to compare the Raman results in a more quantitative manner, the lipid/(protein + lipid) ratios for all points in the three replicate cell maps per condition were extracted and compared (Fig. 4 and ESI Table S1 †). This simple bivariate measurement revealed important biological responses to these drug molecules that could act as a simple readout for drug efficacy and selectivity. Efficacy was assessed by comparing vector to drug treated cells. Selectivity for cancerous vs. noncancerous cells was assessed by comparing response in cancerous to non-cancerous cells. One-way ANOVA tests were performed to assess the statistical signicance between control and drug treated cells for each compound tested. From Fig. 4 it was observed that in most cases there was a high level of statistical signicance between control and treated cells, with most p values # 0.0001. For PC3 cells treated with CAY10566 and PNT2 cells treated with propranolol, there was no signi-cant difference from respective control cells and for PNT2 cells treated with CAY10566 the p value was #0.001. These results were in line with previous observations from the cell images, and conrmed the selectivity of propranolol for cancerous cells with statistical signicance.
While one-way ANOVA tests can be used to determine statistical signicance, when this test is applied to very large data sets, such as those acquired in Raman mapping experiments, it is highly likely that even the smallest differences are found to be highly statistically signicant. Therefore, the results were interpreted by measuring the effect size, 44 an indicator of the magnitude of this difference (Fig. 4(c) ) (a useful table for interpretation of effect size is given in ESI Table S2 †) . This allowed quantication of phenotypic response to drug treatment, with similar effect sizes suggesting a similar phenotypic response with respect to the lipid/(protein + lipid) composition.
To strengthen this ratiometric approach, a further ve different ratios were measured in the same way, ultimately giving a multivariate descriptor for each combination of cell line and drug tested (ESI Fig. S5 -S10 †). Again these ratios could reect global biochemical information with regards to lipid chain length (as a function of CH 2 /CH 3 groups) and lipid saturation (as a function of H-C]/CH 2 or CH 3 groups) where 2881 cm À1 and 2974 cm À1 are assigned predominantly to C-H stretches in CH 3 groups and 3013 cm À1 and 3064 cm À1 associated with C-H stretch in H-C] groups. 37, 45 Although these are tentative peak assignments, and cannot be made exclusively due to the overlapping nature of the spectra, the 6 different peak intensities selected to create the ratiometric measurements were informed by a direct inspection of spectra. This allowed key regions of maximal change between control and drug treated samples to be selected, also based on knowledge regarding the chemical origin of the spectral signatures. Thus, instead of blindly analysing the full spectral data sets using multivariate techniques such as PCA, key peaks were selected by visual inspection of the spectra themselves. A large volume of data was generated from these ratios, therefore a method to combine these results into a simple descriptor, or 'barcode', was devised. For each ratio the effect size was used to assign a whole number value between À3 and 3 reective of the magnitude of the change. These numbers were then used to form a 'barcode' for each drug treatment on each cell line (Fig. 5) . This barcode could be used as a phenotypic stamp for each drug treatment, allowing barcodes for drugs eliciting known changes to be used to build up a bank of paired barcodes for phenotype. The total sum of the absolute values of all numbers in the barcode gave the nal number in each barcode and acted as an overall indicator of the extent to which any particular treatment was altering the cells. The barcodes are simple representations of selected spectral features aiding in the rapid analysis of the effects of the drugs on these cells in areas of interest e.g. lipids rather than looking at full spectral changes. Further analysis of the barcoded data can be carried out using PCA (ESI Fig. S29 -S31 †) to allow comparisons of this relatively small data set but serves as an example of what is possible in further studies involving much larger datasets and barcodes. The most significant overall observation from this small example study was the marked selectivity of the beta-blocker propranolol for cancerous PC3 over non-cancerous PNT2 cells. Therefore, this drug is recommended for further studies and repurposing for investigation as an anti-cancer drug, supporting some recent studies on its anti-cancer activity with new biological insight into its action on lipid metabolism and selectivity for cancerous cells.
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Conclusions
This study has demonstrated the capability of Raman spectroscopy using the high wavenumber spectral region, to study lipid distribution, metabolism and phenotypic drug response in a label free and chemically specic manner. The power of Barcodes were created for PC3 and PNT2 cells treated with a number of lipid altering drugs in comparison to a control cell population. Three Raman cell maps per condition per cell line were measured and for each point corresponding to a cell region, a total of six different intensity ratios were calculated. For each ratio, an effect size was calculated and a whole number value between À3 and 3 was assigned reflective of the size of this. The assigned numbers in the order corresponding to ratio 1, ratio 2, ratio 3, ratio 4, ratio 5, ratio 6 created the first six digits of the barcode. The final digit was the sum of the absolute values of all previous numbers. This was also represented pictorially where the size, direction and colour of bars corresponded to the assigned number for each ratio. ).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018 a simple ratiometric based approach was demonstrated, allowing high resolution, subcellular information regarding lipid abundance and distribution to be gained. A single bivariate descriptor extracted from Raman spectra was able to identify intracellular compartments, including nuclei, and ascertain intracellular changes to lipid abundance without the need for extrinsic markers, in contrast to uorescence imaging which requires multiple dyes to achieve the same level of information. The reliability of the approach in addition to its added benets was conrmed by comparison with results from a commercially available uorescence staining kit.
Comparison of ratiometric values between conditions gave a quantitative and robust measure of changes in lipid/(protein + lipid) content in cells. More universally, a statistically robust and meaningful strategy for assessing drug response was developed. Effect size as a meaningful measure of the extent of the difference between ratiometric Raman values for different conditions was highlighted. Moving from a single ratiometric value, a selection of important ratios ascertained by direct visual inspection of the spectra was used to create a phenotypic Raman 'barcode' for each drug response. By including control drugs with known phenotypic responses in the experiment, barcodes could be paired with phenotype for comparison to new drug candidates, and PCA could be used to determine reproducibility over multiple replicate experiments as well as what compounds elicited similar phenotypic response on individual cell lines and which compounds showed selective response between cell lines.
The developed strategy was applied to study the effect of drugs known to inhibit enzymes involved in de novo lipid synthesis as new candidates for cancer therapy. Orlistat elicited a phenotypic response characteristic of lipid accumulation in both cancerous and non-cancerous prostate cells, while CAY10566 showed very little response in both, and TOFA induced a decrease in intracellular lipids in PC3 cells in particular. Most notable was the selectivity of propranolol towards cancerous cells making this beta-blocker a strong candidate for repurposing for its selective anti-tumour action and demonstrates the power of using Raman spectroscopy to provide lead systems for further, more extensive studies.
More globally, this non-destructive label-free ratiometric and statistically meaningful Raman imaging strategy, using costeffective glass substrates, could revolutionise understanding and analysis of drug-cell response and make this highly informative analytical technique amenable with cytological work streams. Future incorporation of this particular analytical approach into more high-throughput Raman work streams would enable a full realisation of its potential, allowing a comprehensive analysis of multiple different cell lines treated with any particular drug compound to fully elucidate efficacy and selectivity of any potential drug candidate.
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